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Ovulation calculator app

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch. Discover the most popular women's health and wellness guide chosen by 140 million women, co-created with 80+ leading health and medicine specialists, and recognized medical institutions.• Partner of the United Nations Population Fund in the field of reproductive health; 80+ doctors and health
specialists are part of the Flo Medical Council; , Healthline Doesn't matter the stage of your life or reproductive goal, customize Flo to be unique and relevant to you. Based on advanced AI Flo technology it helps you track your cycle, fertility, or pregnancy accurately. As a one-stop solution for all things feminine health and wellness, you can track all-in-one: period start date and
length, fertile window, peak ovulation days, PMS symptoms, flow intensity, birth control, water intake, sleep and meter step, and more. Follow your baby's development weekly during pregnancy. CYCLE &amp; PERIOD TRACKER Your cycle is much longer than your period. Each woman experiences different symptoms, mood swings, and energy levels each phase of the cycle.
Along with a team of 80+ health experts, Flo helps you understand your body better. Explore accurate cycle predictions and tips on how to take advantage of your cycle phase and hormone levels for clearer skin, better workouts, and more energy. PLANNED PARENTHOOD &amp; EDONIO EGONIA Discover a personal trip to motherhood with Flo. Get pregnant as soon as
possible for you by identifying your most fertile days, and taking customized knowledge. Flo's pregnancy function gives you access to beautiful images to follow your baby's development every week. Calculate your expiration date, set a countdown, and learn the basics of newborn care. LIFESTYLE &amp; FITNESS TRACKERLog 70+ symptoms and activities to get the most
accurate ai-based overview of your body's patterns. Keep a diary of your weight, water intake, physical activity, sex drive, moods, and PMS symptoms to monitor changes and take accurate predictions. Access an entire library of health and wellness media content with articles, videos, and surveys created by 80+ to 80+ experts. REMINDSSchedyle reminders of your period
approaching, start and end date, your ovulation day, and customize Flo to get notifications about weight, sleep, water intake, step goal, and control of HEALTH REPORT &amp; ASSISTANT Access your monthly health report with personalized bike shows and indications of your body patterns. A virtual health dialog will provide proactive information based on your unique profile and
symptoms. SECRET CHATSAfely discuss intimate topics, ask questions anonymously and receive support from one of the largest women's communities around the world. Flo uses HealthKit to export Flo activities to the Health app and read menstrual cycle data. INFORMATION SUBSCRIPTIONFlo offers offers a program that provides you with a more personalized experience
and unlimited access to the entire health and wellness media content library• Payment will be charged to your iTunes account upon confirmation of purchase• Subscription is automatically renewed unless automatic renewal is disabled at least 24 hours before the end of the current period; and determine the cost of renewal• Subscriptions can be managed by the user and automatic
renewal can be disabled by going to the user's Account Settings after purchase• Any unused portion of a free trial period, if offered, will be forfeited when the user buys a subscription to this post , where applicable For more information please visit the link Policy : Use: this calendar period and join millions of women who trust their circles to Flosupport@owhealth.com December 14,
2020 Version 5.7.1 December exclusive: Get free access to our course with Emily Nagoski, best-selling author and health educator. Access your stress management guide, keeping energy high and above all 2020 fatigue and exhaustion. News this month: Sex Ed for adults with sex therapist and educator Laura Berman. Know your sexual desire, find your hot spots, regain your
pleasure, and have the amazing sex you deserve. Problems with acne; Flo's Health Assistant is here to help. Learn what could be behind your acne and get ideas on ways to treat it. Curious about how hormones affect your health and well-being? Discover new everyday stories that cover all-things hormones and learn more about your body every day. Take your health and well-
being to the next level with Flo 5.0 (and every version after): You will have access to smarter, more accurate predictions, a daily well-being plan tailored to your needs, and new health content co-created with our team of experts. Enjoy Flo TeamP.S. If you like Flo, consider rating the app and leaving a review. Ratings and reviews help us help more women. Update: I had no idea
this app turned into a pregnancy tracker after you missed a period. Amazing!!! Adding 1 more star for a full 5 star review. I still think that free content is much better than paid content and anonymous chat should go away, so much There. The free features of this application are a million times more valuable than the features paid. The period and ovulation tracker was of paramount
importance to my husband and I conception – I'm terrible at watching these things on my own (usually my period just slips up on me). The symptom tracker and diving into your ## cycle day feature were particularly useful in recognizing that I was showing signs of being pregnant, despite just the PMS experience. Because the free features were so useful, I tried the trial of the paid
version and was very disappointed disappointed what it contained. Especially chatting with other future mothers... Oh my God, getting rid of it, it's just a platform for women to work with each other in a frenzy over trying to conceive. It's comical at first, someone else wants to conceive so badly that they mimic the symptoms? and then sad, I cry at work right now because two other
women are pregnant and I'm not, and if you keep reading it starts eating away at you... everything posted is so negative. this app is extremely useful for tracking periods, and has given me mostly accurate predictions so far! it's been away a day or twice when I first started using it because it hadn't adapted to my cycle yet, but since then I haven't had any problems. I love ideas
where it gives information about my period and the different changes that come along with a period, and I especially love that you can comment anonymously on the posts and get help from and give help to the community. by far, my favorite thing about flo application is that you can have it give you reminders to drink water, take medication, and weigh yourself if that's something
that concerns you! the reminders are extremely useful to me as my meds are on ADHD, so I need a reminder so I really remember getting them lol! the only thing I would like to set is that my water bottle has metric marks, but I live in America, so I need to convert the metric into ounces to track my water because the only way to use metric for water is to switch the entire
application over to metric. this is not a huge deal because Google is a very good converter, but it's just something I've noticed. overall, this is a great app and I've recommended it to friends and family, and now I'm recommending it to you! Hi! Thank you for using Flo and reaching out! You can turn off measurement system mode if you follow these steps: More &gt; Settings &gt;
Unable to measure system. I hope it helps! Good greetings, Dina so I used this app for my period and it was great until my period change and I came in a week earlier which was perfect for my weekend off because we were planning to get pregnant and my ovulation date was set for a specific day. Well I was in my period a day or two more so I thought it would probably change
my ovulation date. Well my trip was set to be at least about 2 to 3 weeks away and I kept checking the app to make sure and see if my ovulation date was going to change well without changing it to stay in. and make sure I refresh my app just in case and stayed the same. Now the day I get to my destinations for my trip is my ovulation day which was in the app which is what we
were depending on. Three days later I go to the app to highlight the fact that we made love and the ovulation date changed the day before I arrived on my trip. Immediately I was upset because it seems like I may have missed the ovulation day due to the fact that the app wasn't updated until after my ovulation date was originally set. So I deleted the app because of it. This. very
upsetting when you are trying to get pregnant and your ovulation date just seems to be changing along with your fertile day changes I just think that this is something to consider I no longer want to use this app. Hi there! Thank you for your feedback. You could contact us directly from the application (More-Contact Support), describing your problem and without deleting symbols
from the message, so we can help you. Best wishes, Svetlana. Flo Wellness &amp; Period Tracker Flo Re Ovulation &amp; Health Tracker The developer, FLO HEALTH, INC., said the app's privacy practices may include handling the data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track apps and websites
owned by other companies: Market site ID usage data The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Health &amp; Fitness Markets Location Content Contact Data Tracking Information Sensitive information Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Privacy policy to support developer apps on the website
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